We develop a monadic framework formalising an operational notion of dynamics, seen as the setting and evolution of initial value problems, in general physical theories. We identify in the Eilenberg-Moore category the natural environment for dynamical systems and characterise Cauchy surfaces abstractly as automorphisms in the Kleisli category.
Introduction
The operational understanding of time as some sort of universal, or free, notion of change has influenced the philosophy of science ever since Aristotle wrote it into history with his Physics: when talking about the nature of time in book IV (ch.12, 220b [14] [15] , the Greek father of empiricism indeed claims that "not only do we measure change by time, but time by change, because they are defined by one another ". We decide to take the operational notion of time as free dynamics seriously in this work, employing monads as a uniform language for the treatment of time and dynamics, seen as the setting and evolution of initial value problems, in general physical theories.
In section 2, the monadic dynamics framework will be progressively exemplified in the mathematical theory of dynamical systems, which has a simple and familiar structure in which to showcase the main ideas. The framework is however much more general, and what will be referred to as time in this work actually encompasses a breadth of different notions of dynamics on closed systems, including all internal groups and monoids acting in symmetric monoidal categories. Furthermore, we take an empirical standpoint and restrict ourselves to notions of time that can be internalised, or simulated, by the physical theory, making our time objects a generalisation of physical clocks.
In section 3 we will prove our main claim: under some physically sensible conditions, time is defined by dynamics and dynamics can always be seen as actions of time on physical systems. In section 4 we will show our approach to be equivalent to the more common path-space approaches. The main open questions then becomes: what operational characterisation of the dynamics will force time to take the "linear" form observed in most theories of physics? Only time will tell.
An operational notion of time 2.1 A categorical approach to physics
Under the Wittgensteinian 1 slogan "Don't ask for the meaning, ask for the use", the categorical approach to physics shifts the attention from the physical systems with their structure to the ways the systems relate to and transform into each other. The physical systems themselves become mere labels, their internals nothing other than an emergent characterisation of the way they transform. 2 Once we have a category of physical systems representing a specific theory, it is natural to ask if and how the dynamics of those systems can be described within the category, i.e. with the language and structure of the theory itself. We assume that the concrete dynamics of a physical system A share enough common structure (i.e. a notion of "time"), which can be abstracted and simulated by some bigger physical system T A of our theory, its space of free histories. Each individual dynamic then is a particular way of making the free histories concrete by folding T A onto A, i.e. turning each free history into a concrete history in a way that is meaningful for the physical theory under consideration: dynamic : T A ։ A (2.1)
In the mathematical theory of dynamical systems, for example, we have a fixed notion of time that works for all systems, and a system T = R, N, Z, ... that simulates it. The construction of the space of free histories for A will then amount to taking T A = A × T, i.e. the space of "formal time evolutions" of points / states / elements of A. The dynamics of the system will be morphisms (a, t) → evolve t [a] evolving the system in some consistent manner, which will be elucidated in the rest of this section.
The operational approach to dynamics
We operationally characterise time by seeing it as a way of changing, evolving a system: to do so, we consider the original system A, its space of free histories T A and the space T T A of free histories of T A (as the latter is itself a physical system).
Free and concrete histories
Under the structure-inducing view of the category C of physical systems for a theory, when talking about subsystems of a system A we will mean ways D d → A of transforming other systems to it. The ways of transforming a fixed system D to system A form the space Hom C [D, A] of D-points of A, and the sheaf of subsystems of a physical system A will be:
To us, subsystems of A will be general morphisms D → A: we will avoid the nomenclature "subobjects" altogether, and refer to monomorphisms D A as faithful subsystems. The latter are subsystems where all the structure of D is faithfully embedded into structure for A. Please note that, from now on, we will confuse the hom functors Hom C [ , A] and Hom C [A, ], their categories of elements, and the slice and coslice categories C/A and A\C.
We define the free history of some subsystem D d → A to be the following subsystem of T A:
The free histories contribute, as expected, to the structure of the physical system T A:
Concrete histories
Each concrete history of a subsystem D d → A will be obtained as the image of its free history under a dynamic α : T A ։ A for the parent system A:
The space of concrete histories Hists[A] for a system A will be discussed in section 4.
Liftings
When talking about the lifting of a morphism f : A → B, we mean the following morphism:
In this sense, the free histories for A are the liftings of subsystems of A. But when using the work "lifting", we will often have in mind its push-forward action f ⋆ on the free histories of systems:
There is also a pullback action h ⋆ of liftings on the free histories of systems:
Canonical initial surface
If we want to characterise "time as change", we first need a starting point to change the system from, i.e. an initial surface η A embedding A as a faithful subsystem of T A:
For the mathematical theory of dynamical systems, this is given by taking the system at time zero:
Canonical evolution
The free histories of A have a canonical dynamic / evolution, in that they encode the abstract notion of free dynamics for T A. Operationally, we need a way of canonically evolve the free histories of A by making them follow themselves, in the form of a dynamic for T A:
For the mathematical theory of dynamical systems, this is given by adding the times:
Structural rigidity
We expect initial surfaces and canonical evolution to be compatible with the structure lifted from A to T A and T T A:
In particular, naturality of η A means that A can be seen as a leaf in T A, all its morphisms (and hence its structure) faithfully lifted trough the embedding. For the mathematical theory of dynamical systems, this condition reads: T f (a, 0) = (f (a), 0) (2.14)
This leaf-wise action of the liftings always holds on the initial surface, but in general the space of free histories need not be foliated: the mathematical theory of dynamical systems is, and the liftings act leaf-wise at all times:
T f (a, t) = (f (a), t) for all t : T (2.15)
Initial value problems
For η A to act as an initial surface, we have to require that all the concrete dynamics α : T A ։ A for the physical system A respect it as such, i.e. do nothing on it:
This is the abstract construction required to be able to formulate an initial value problem, and for the mathematical theory of dynamical systems it reads:
Free dynamics
The canonical evolution µ A is meant to encode the free dynamics of system A: by this we mean that it encodes the abstract compositional aspect of the evolution, i.e. it tells us what it means to "evolve the system a bit, then evolve it some more". This can be formalised by the following commutative diagram (more details can be found in section 7.1.1 of the appendix):
For the mathematical theory of dynamical systems, this condition reads:
Monadic formulation

Dynamics as a monad
As the reader familiar with the theory of monads will have already noticed, the operational approach presented in section 2.2 (and section 7.1 of the appendix) is equivalent to asking that (T, η, µ) is a monad for the category C of physical systems, with dynamics being the algebras of the monad.
Without loss of generality, we will assume each systems to have at least one dynamic: from a formal point of view, this implies that the unit η A is always (split) mono, and hence the initial surface is a faithful subsystem of the space of free histories.
Eilenberg-Moore category and dynamical systems
The algebras for the monad form, as usual, the Eilenberg-Moore category C T , with objects the bundles α : T A ։ A given by the dynamics, and morphisms f : α → β the bundle morphisms obtained by lifting:
From now on we will refer to the objects of the Eilenberg-Moore category as dynamical systems; we'll also refer to the morphisms between them as morphisms of dynamical systems, or dynamical transformations. See section 7.2 for some more notes about symmetries in this paradigm.
Kleisli category and Cauchy surfaces
We now shift our attention to free dynamical systems, i.e. those in the form:
The spaces of free histories T A are canonically free dynamical systems, and their dynamical symmetries h : Aut C T [µ A ] are exactly the symmetries h : Aut C [T A] that respect the free dynamical structure of the underlying physical system A. Section 6.3 of the appendix characterises propagators as dynamics of these systems, and thus we will also refer to them as spacetimes.
Free dynamical systems form a full subcategory C T of the Eilenberg-Moore category, isomorphic to the Kleisli category. There is a bijection between the morphisms g : µ A → µ B of free dynamical systems and morphisms of physical systems in the form f : A → T B:
where f ⋆ is called the Kleisli extension of f . Thus morphisms of free dynamical systems can equivalently be seen as morphisms of physical systems (their Kleisli form), with the following composition law inherited from the Eilenberg-Moore category:
In particular, the dynamical symmetries g : Aut C T [µ A ] of a space of free histories T A correspond bijectively to the morphisms f : A → T A that are iso in the Kleisli category: .24) i.e. the morphisms f :
. But what do these morphisms look like? First of all, note that if f is the Kleisli form of a symmetry of a free dynamical system µ A , then in particular it is (split) mono:
and hence it embeds A as a faithful subsystem A f T A of its space of free histories, with the automorphism
To get an understanding of the action of f ⋆ over the entire space we look once again at the mathematical theory of dynamical systems:
In this case, the map factors as an automorphism g : Aut C [A] and a field of time translations t : A → T: it is in fact what we'd usually call a "Cauchy surface".
Informally, a Cauchy surface is a surface that intersects all maximal causal curves exactly once. Operationally, given a Cauchy surface Σ any other Cauchy surface can then be obtained by dynamical symmetries, simply by deforming Σ along the individual causal curves. Now two considerations from our conceptual framework come into play:
1. Closure. Since our system is closed in its evolution, all Cauchy surfaces will "look like A", i.e. they will be faithful subsystems f : A T A.
2. Initial surface. One of the operational requirements in our framework was the possibility of canonically setting initial value problems. As a consequence we already have a canonical Cauchy surface, the initial surface η A : A T A.
Thus we define a Cauchy surface as a faithful subsystem f : A T A that can be pulled back to the initial surface via some dynamical symmetry of the space of free histories:
As seen in eq'n 2.25, every dynamical symmetry of the space of free history gives a Cauchy surface as its Kleisli form. But the opposite is also true: if f is a Cauchy surface according to eq'n 2.27, then by uniqueness of inverse for h in C T we have that h = f ⋆ and we recover eq'n 2.25. We conclude that Cauchy surfaces are captured exactly by the automorphisms of spacetimes in the Kleisli category.
3 Time in symmetric monoidal categories 3 .1 Time from change
Strong monads
If physical systems have some distinguished compositional structure, encoded by a (symmetric) monoidal structure (C, ⊗, I), then it is interesting to ask whether there is a (physical) relation between the dynamics of individual systems and the dynamics of composite systems.
In [24] [25] [29] [28], a monoidal monad is defined to be a monad T on a symmetric monoidal category (C, ⊗, I) which comes with a natural family m A,B of morphisms relating the spaces of free histories of the individual systems to the space of free histories of their joint system:
The definition of monoidal monad directly formalises our initial question. On the other hand, it can be shown that a monoidal monad is the same as a commutative strong monad, which comes with two natural transformations:
Indeed one obtains t A,B as m A,B · (η A ⊗ id T B ) and t ′ A,B by symmetry. There is a sense in which the transformations are associative, commute with each other, and respect I, η and µ: see the references for the 5 commutative diagrams that formalise those notions.
Foliation maps
We are interested in the equivalent formulation as (commutative) strong monad because these come with an evident natural foliation of the space of free histories:
From these foliations we can define the time object, time system or simply time, to be the space of free histories T def = T I of the trivial system: foliate A can indeed be seen as a foliation of the space of free histories in same-time leaves, and naturality of foliation relates the same-time action f ⊗ id T of a morphism f to its lifting T f :
We stress that the foliation does not, in general, need to cover the space of free histories, and that the leaves do not need to be faithful embeddings of A into T A.
Concrete histories as curves parametrised by time
In section 2.2.1 we introduced the notion of free history for a subsystem. For symmetric monoidal categories, there is a particular class of subsystems we are interested in, the states of a system:
Morphisms f : A → B have the usual pushforward action on states, given by:
The free histories for the states of a system are the reason we refer to T as the time of our theory, as a concrete history hist 
Furthermore, the canonical evolution gives an action of time on itself, which makes time into a commutative monoid (T, ν, η I ) encoding time translation:
It can be shown 3 that concrete histories are compatible with this time translation. The full construction can be found in section 7.3.1 of the appendix.
In conclusion, dynamics that are compatible with the compositional structure of physical systems always come with a canonical notion of time (T, ν, η I ), making concrete histories into timeparametrised curves. On the other hand, there need not always be a natural way to faithfully see dynamics as actions of time on physical systems, but this is a topic for the next section.
Change from time
Uniform monads
Any monoid induces a canonical monad, which we will call a uniform monad, as the endofunctor
3 It is a direct consequence of section 3.2.2.
along with unitη A := id A ⊗ η I : A A ⊗ T and multiplicationμ A := id A ⊗ ν : A ⊗ T ⊗ T ։ A ⊗ T; the triangle identities and square identity follow from the results on ν proven in section 7.3.1 of the appendix. Equivalently, uniform monads can be characterised as commutative strong monads where the foliations are all isomorphisms.
The dynamics for a uniform monads are exactly the actions α : A ⊗ T ։ A of time, as an internal monoid, on physical systems. Thus, at least for uniform monads, dynamics are determined by time.
Dynamics as actions of time on physical systems
If the monoid (T, ν, η I ) is the time of some commutative strong monad T , then we shall refer to the monad ( ⊗ T,η,μ) as the associated uniform monad for T . It is not hard to prove that foliation is not just a natural transformation, but in fact a morphism of monads:
In particular, algebras α for the monad T will be pulled back, via the foliation maps, to algebras α for the associated uniform monad which will yield the same concrete histories for all states:
Thus, foliation maps always allow us to see dynamics as actions of time on physical systems, by lifting them to dynamics for the associated uniform monad. See section 7.4.1 of the appendix for the various proofs.
Epically strong monads
Foliation maps always make it possible to see dynamics as actions of time, and concrete histories of states are always invariant, but in general the lifting of dynamics need not be a faithful process, and histories of arbitrary subsystems may be altered (unless the theory has enough states).
We will call a monad epically strong if the foliations are all covering, i.e. epimorphisms:
Intuitively, this means that the entire space of free histories can be foliated, not necessarily without "singularities", by time-indexed leaves isomorphic to the physical system A. Also, this is equivalent to requiring that t A,B are all epimorphisms, because of the following identity: 4
Dynamics can always be faithfully lifted actions of time on physical systems:
Not all such actions, on the other hand, need be dynamical: the foliation map can be seen as imposing constraints 5 , and the actions of time on a system that correspond to dynamics are exactly those that respect those constraints, i.e. factor through the foliation.
In conclusion, dynamics that respect the compositional structure of physical systems 6 come with a canonical notion of time, the space of free histories of the trivial system, and can always be seen as actions of time on physical systems by lifting them to dynamics for the associated uniform monad.
Concrete histories of states are always invariant, but in order to guarantee the lifting to be a faithful process one has to require the original monad to be epically strong. It is no coincidence that most dynamics in physical theories seem to be described by epically strong monads: the latter are exactly those for which it is equivalent to see dynamics as actions of time on systems, possibly imposing some constraint on the actions by hand.
4 The space of concrete histories
State spaces
In physics, the most common approach to dealing with histories of a system is to consider histories of states under specific dynamics, rather than free histories: this section will be dedicated to reconciling our approach with the path-space approaches. To start off, recall that the states of a system A are given by the hom-set:
and the states of all systems arrange themselves into the coslice category I\C, the category of elements of the covariant hom-functor Hom C [I, ]; if the latter is faithful, i.e. if states I → A separate all parallel pairs of maps f, g : A → B (for all A, B and all f, g), then we will say that the theory / category has enough states. From now on we will assume to have enough states; also, we will assume static systems ǫ A : A ⊗ T ։ T exist, making the Eilenberg-Moore forgetful functor into a bundle U : C T ։ C of categories (see section 6.2 of the appendix for more details on static systems).
The state spaces States[A] of physical systems A : C arrange themselves into a concrete category Hom C [I, C], the category of state spaces, with morphisms given by
Under the assumption of enough states, is immediate to check that C ∼ = Hom C [I, C]: this shows that one can equivalently work with the original category of physical systems or with the corresponding category of state spaces. We will also assume to be working with uniform monads.
Spaces of concrete histories
Concrete histories are morphisms from time to physical systems, i.e. they live in Hom C [T, C], but in fact more is true. It is immediate to see that concrete histories are T-module homomorphism hist α Ψ 0 : µ → α, and on the other hand one can show that all such homomorphisms 7 Ψ : µ → α arise as concrete histories:
Thus concrete histories are not just the transformations of time, as the physical system T, into a physical system A, but in fact they coincide with the transformations of time, as the dynamical system µ : T ⊗ T ։ T, into a dynamical system α : A ⊗ T ։ A, allowing the following neat definition for the space of concrete histories of a dynamical system:
It is possible to show [21] that this formulation of concrete histories as module homomorphism is equivalent, in the case of Quantum Mechanics, to Shrödinger's equation.
If α, β : C T are two dynamics and f : α → β is a dynamical transformation 8 , then f can be lifted to a morphism between spaces of concrete histories for specific dynamics (forming a category H C, just like algebras form the Eilenberg-Moore category C T ):
and vice versa it's easy to prove, since our theory has enough states, that any such morphism comes from a dynamical transformation in this way. Thus we can define an isomorphism of categorical bundles 9 , linking dynamics and spaces of concrete histories for them (see diagram 4.6 p.14).
We showed earlier that we can equivalently work with physical systems or with their state spaces: diagram 4.6 extends this claim by showing that working with physical systems, dynamics and spaces of free histories is the same as working with state spaces and spaces of concrete histories. We conclude that the more common, static, "concrete" approach to spaces of histories is equivalent to the monadic, dynamic, "free" approach presented in this work. Section 7.5.1 of the appendix contains a couple of additional remarks.
∨ ∨ (4.6)
Conclusions and future work
In section 7.5.1, we have presented a monadic framework formalising an operational notion of dynamics in physical theories seen as the setting and evolution of initial value problems. We have identified in the Eilenberg-Moore category the natural environment for dynamical systems, and have defined Cauchy surfaces abstractly as automorphisms in the Kleisli category.
In section 3, we have proven the main claim of the work, vindicating the Aristotelian view that time and change are defined by one another. We have shown that dynamics which respect the compositional structure of physical systems always define a canonical notion of time, and on the other hand that they can always be seen (not necessarily faithfully) as actions of time on physical systems. We have furthermore given an exact characterisation of the conditions allowing this lifting of dynamics to actions of time to be carried out in a faithful manner.
Finally, in section 4, we have constructed state spaces and the analogous to path spaces. We have shown that, under some physically reasonable conditions, the monadic dynamics approach is equivalent in applicability to the more common path space approaches to dynamics.
The appendix briefly drafts applications to a number of theories. Upcoming work from the author will focus on the applications of monadic dynamics to categorical quantum mechanics [21] . Future work will further investigate the application to classical and relativistic mechanics, the devised applications of propagators to network theory and flow in graphical calculi, the formulation of ergodic and chaos theory in the monadic framework.
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6 Appendix A: Applications 6 .1 Draft applications
Mathematical theory of dynamical systems
The mathematical theory of dynamical systems (e.g. refer to [32] [23] ) is embodied by the category Diff of smooth manifolds and differentiable maps, with cartesian product as composition of systems. The monadic construction has been carried in section 2.
Pure state quantum mechanics
The Categorical Quantum Mechanics programme (e.g. see [1] [9] ), and related works (e.g. see [22] [10] [37] ), show how Quantum Theory can be understood abstractly in terms of symmetric monoidal categories. In particular we're interested in quantum computation and concrete simulation of finite-dimensional quantum systems, so we'll be working in the category fdHilb of finitedimensional complex Hilbert spaces and linear maps.
1. Complex Hilbert spaces come with a symmetric monoidal structure, with the notion of joint system given by the tensor product ⊗ and the trivial system given by the 1-dim space I := C. States of a system H are the morphisms I → H.
The space of free histories for a system is given by T H := H ⊗ T, with T any fixed N-dim space (a clock with N positions).
3. There is a distinguished basis (|t n ) n:Z N for T, with N the length of time. The group Z N induces a monoid structure (T, µ, η) on T by:
4. This yields the initial surface and canonical evolution. In fact this is a group structure, with time inversion given by i :
5. The lifting of maps is given by same-time action, similarly to the previous example:
The detailed construction, and its applications to time in quantum mechanics, can be found in the upcoming [21] : as an example of application, the construction can be used to understand time / energy duality in quantum mechanics in terms of the notion of strong complementarity introduced by [13] . The issues with extending this approach to infinite time are also covered in [21] , and are related to the work presented in [2] .
Quantum measurements
The operational understanding of quantum measurements is one of the many faces of the Categorical Quantum Mechanics programme, and is presented in [13] [14] [12] . The monadic dynamic framework can be used to characterise non-demolition measurements 10 as the concrete dynamics in mixedstate quantum mechanics for a particular notion of 1-step time.
Classical and relativistic mechanics
The work of Jean-Marie Souriau [34] [35] on the evolution space of a mechanical system, as presented by [27] , fits perfectly into the monadic framework, and will be the subject of future work.
Notions of time in computation
As mentioned in section 9, monads have a well-established role in the abstract modelling of computation, and references [29] [31] give a number of constructions of interest. Each of those monads comes with a particular notion of time, and computations can be characterised as morphisms of dynamical systems. Particularly interesting is the notion of time for interactive input, which gives a model of branching time of somewhat Everettian flavour.
The dynamics of exploration
In order to better clarify the breadth of application of the framework, we briefly consider the following 3 views of spacetime in field theory, in order of increasing relativism:
1. the value of a field over the entire spacetime is known;
2. the value of a field over the entire space at some initial time is known, and evolved through time: its space component is part of the physical system, its time component is encoded by the concrete dynamic chosen;
3. the value of a field at a point is known, and the field is evolved through time and explored through space: both the time component and the space component are encoded by concrete dynamics.
The last point of view shows what we could call "dynamics of exploration": one has a setting which, when seen in its entirety, would be static, but is understood through the dynamics. A monad modelling this setting could for example be T A := A × X × T, where A is the system encoding the possible values of the field at a point of spacetime, X is the group of motions associated with the underlying space (encoding the exploratory dynamics) and T is the time object (encoding the evolutionary dynamics).
Applications of these "dynamics of exploration" might include:
1. the modelling of empirical and experimental scenarios, where a physical system is explored by manipulating several knobs;
2. the modelling of games, where a starting position is known and the evolution of the game is an exploration of the tree of moves.
This exploratory point of view, and its applications, will be the subject of future work.
6.2 The operational structure of time
Operations for time
We have just seen that the dynamics of the theory are nothing but actions of time on physical systems. We already know that time is a monoid (T, η, µ), and the rest of this section will cover some additional structure for it that might be of interest.
Firstly, we are interested to know whether there is a canonical notion of static system, i.e. whether each system comes with a natural "static" dynamic which just discards time:
Naturality of ǫ A is what determines this static nature: it yields a well defined functor
(6.6) making our bundles ǫ A : A ⊗ T ։ A into trivial bundles. We can understand the dynamic ǫ A as "doing nothing" to the physical system A.
It is immediate to see that an erasure operation ǫ : T ։ I for time will do the job by setting ǫ A := id A ⊗ ǫ; vice versa we can always recover an erasure operation by taking ǫ := ǫ I , and the static systems will necessarily be given by ǫ A := id A ⊗ ǫ I (if we assume our theory has enough states 11 ).
This idea that the dynamics ǫ A are static is further confirmed by their action on free histories, which discards time leaving the initial value untouched:
Secondly, in section 6.3 we will need time to be a copiable resource. By this we mean that we have an erasure operation ǫ which can be extended to a comonoid (T, ǫ, δ) satisfying the bialgebra law and duplicating the initial time. 12 There is no need for all states I → T of time to be copiable like the initial time (states that do, though, are closed under µ).
Thirdly, it is interesting to have a notion of time inversion, i.e. an involution i = i −1 : T → T that satisfies the Hopf law with the comonoid above.
If physical systems form a dagger category, then we say that the dagger structure is compatible with time inversion, i.e. can be interpreted as abstracting time-reversal of transformations, if daggering the action of any time state (under some fixed dynamic α) yields the same result as letting the inverse time state act (see eq'n 6.10 for notation):
Finally, we would like to mention the role of richer time structures found in compact closed symmetric monoidal categories. If the group structure of invertible time can be enriched to a full Frobenius algebra, then it can be shown that strong complementarity (see e.g. [11] ) plays the role of time / frequency duality 13 , and can be used to characterise Fourier transforms in terms of a change of basis. More details about this can be found in the aforementioned [21] .
Propagators
How do we keep track of evolution of a state in time? The space of free histories gives us the perfect abstract tool to do that, as long as we're interested in knowing its history at states of time that can be copied. From now on, we will implicitly assume (unless explicitly stated otherwise) that time is commutative and copiable, and assumption that time is invertible will be made explicitly when needed; most of the results can be extended to the smooth case, but this will be the subject of separate, future work.
Given a dynamical system α : A⊗T ։ A, we define its (time-translationally invariant) propagator [α] : A ⊗ T ⊗ T ։ A ⊗ T to be the following morphism:
The propagator of α takes a system in state ψ at time t, a (copiable) amount ∆t of time to evolve the system for, and returns the evolved system state α · (ψ ⊗ ∆t) at the new time µ · (t ⊗ ∆t). It is worth mentioning that time-translation can be seen as a propagator µ A = [ǫ A ] for systems coming with static dynamics.
It is easy to see that propagators of dynamics are themselves dynamics: the initial time and the multiplication are always copied, and the fact that both α and µ are algebras of the monads takes care of the rest; so propagators of dynamics for a system A give us our first examples of non-free dynamics for A ⊗ T.
We now define the restriction of a dynamic α : A ⊗ T ։ T to a time state t : States[T]:
Fixing any amount of time ∆t to evolve a dynamical α : A ⊗ T ։ A system for, we can turn a propagator [α] into an endomorphism [α]| ∆t : A ⊗ T → A ⊗ T; since we assumed time to be commutative, it can be proven that this endomorphism is in fact an endomorphism µ → µ of time. By taking α = µ, one can further show that time is commutative if and only if all α and all ∆t give an endomorphism of time (conditional to the existence of enough copiable time states). Propagators give us a way of tracking the evolution of a system under a fixed, time invariant dynamic; there are plenty of applications, on the other hand, where more flexibility is needed, flow of circuits and time-varying Hamiltonians amongst them. Luckily there are more dynamics for the spaces of free histories yet to come.
We will refer to dynamics β : A ⊗ T ⊗ T ։ A ⊗ T in general as propagators, reserving the term propagators of dynamics, or time-translationally invariant propagators, to dynamics for A ⊗ T in the form [α] . We can see a propagator β equivalently as an endomorphism:
For the purposes of modelling things like time-dependent Hamiltonians 14 , we will consider Markovian propagators, i.e. propagators that take the form:
Discarding time, we immediately have a time-dependent family of generators:
On the other hand, any morphism 15 (U t ) t : A ⊗ T → T can be turned into an endomorphism Λ, a candidate family of generators for a Markovian propagator; there is, unfortunately, no guarantee that a propagator β : A ⊗ T ⊗ T ։ A ⊗ T will exist s.t. β| 1 T = Λ. The conditions under which this definition of propagators from families is possible, e.g. compact closure and the existence of bases, are covered more in detail in the aforementioned [21] , which also deals with a notion of causality for propagators.
A first application of propagators is the evolution operator for pure state quantum mechanics [33] in the case of a time-dependent Hamiltonian H(t): time dependence makes the underlying Hilbert space H a non-closed system for the purposes of modelling the dynamics, but we can close it by keeping track of time as well, i.e. by working in H ⊗ T.
We'll take evolution from time |n := n1 T to time |n + 1 to be given by the unitary:
where we're working on a basis (|n ) n for T generated by |1 := 1 T . Then the usual time-evolution operator on H can be defined as the propagator:
where the product is expanded right to left as j increases.
Other applications are left to future work:
1. Network theory. Non time-translationally invariant, Markovian propagators can be used in the modelling of sequential electrical and signal flow circuits like those in [5] [19] [4] , while non-Markovian (and non-causal) propagators extend the modelling to loopy circuits.
2.
Other graphical calculi. More in general one can model flow in graphical calculi associated with symmetric monoidal categories: for example, the author will be interested in working out the monadic dynamics for the Feynman diagrams calculi of [18] [6].
3. Time travel. Non-causal propagators can also be used to model some of the quantum mechanical time-travel proposals presented in [3] .
4. General relativity. Propagators can be used to generalise dynamics in non-singular spacetimes: this will be covered as part of the application of monadic dynamics to relativistic mechanics. Since the two processes should yield the same result, we will ask for the corresponding morphisms to coincide. This gives an operational characterisation of µ A as free dynamics for A in the form of the following diagram:
Neutral dynamics
Being itself a concrete dynamic of a physical system, the canonical evolution of free histories must respect the relevant intial surface:
η T A then provides a form of neutral dynamics on A, as exemplified by the mathematical theory of dynamical systems:
The canonical evolution also has to respect the free dynamics for the system T A:
Initial surface revisited
Not only the initial surface should allow us to specify initial value problems, but we also expect dynamics for a system A to somehow get lifted to η A : A → T A, i.e. to A seen as an initial surface. Under our structure-inducing viewpoint, we translate this into the requirement that concrete histories for subsystems d : D → A of a physical system A canonically correspond to concrete histories for η A · d, their embedding as subsystems of the initial surface:
We further strengthen 16 this to the following, more operational condition:
For the mathematical theory of dynamical systems, the condition above reads:
7.2 Monadic formulation 16 In fact most cases of interest have enough free histories and enough dynamics to separate morphisms from and to T A, in which case the two requirements are equivalent.
that remains unbroken under that particular dynamic of system A:
For the mathematical theory of dynamical systems 17 this condition reads as usual:
while for time-dependent dynamical symmetries Φ : T A = A ⊗ T → A one gets:
The double appearance of ∆t on the LHS means that time must have a separate identity from the system A, and that it must be possible to duplicate its relevant states: section 6.2 of the appendix explains how this condition can be formalised.
Since we mentioned symmetries, it is worth remembering that they form a category Aut C [ ], with objects automorphisms φ : A → A of C and morphisms:
7.3 Time from change
Action of time on itself
The canonical evolution gives an action of time on itself as:
The action is associative and reduces to the identity on the initial time, as shown in figure 1 (p.25).
The proof of associativity is given by the following commuting diagram:
17 Not the general ones defined above, the smooth manifolds with 1-parameter groups of endomorphisms. where commutativity of the square labelled "see below" is given by the following detail:
To prove the other unit law required to get a monoid ν : T ⊗ T ։ T, we need to use the t ′
A,B
transformations from eq'n 3.2. We start by defining the symmetric partner of foliate A :
Then the definition of commutative strong monads guarantees 18 that the following two definitions for the action of time on itself are consistent:
The other unit law follows immediately by symmetry, and we have an associative monoid ν : T ⊗ T ։ T with bilateral unit η T :
7.4 Change from time
Dynamics as actions of time on physical systems
Foliation is not just a natural transformation, but in fact a morphism of monads:
where we definedη A := id A ⊗ η I andμ A := id A ⊗ ν.
Indeed by naturality of t (and thus of foliation) it's immediate to see that:
Furthermore by associativity of t one gets the following, where the two morphisms on the top coincide because of naturality of foliation:
Going back to the pulled back algebrasᾱ = α · foliate A from ??, we need to show that they allow to set initial value problems (from now on IVPs, see section 2.2.7) for the associated uniform monad ( ⊗ T, η I , ν), and respect its free dynamics (see section 2.2.8).
The possibility of setting IVPs follows from the fact that t (and thus foliation) respects η, and that α allows for IVPs to be set for T :
The free dynamics follow by naturality of foliate, the free dynamics for α, the fact that t respects µ, and the fact that t is associative, natural and respects the unitors:
The proof of commutativity for the upper left quadrant goes by associativity and naturality, similarly to that of diagram 7.15 (p.24).
As a final note, uniform monads are particularly nice to work with, as their structure is completely determined by the monoid encoding the action of time on itself, and there is a clear-cut separation between the transformations / subsystems of the original system and its free dynamical structure. Furthermore, it is easy to see that uniform monads are commutative 19 , and can be used to combine multiple independent notions of dynamics together.
7.5 The space of concrete histories
Spaces of concrete histories
As an aside, we note that free histories in FreeHists[A] are exactly those concrete histories for the free dynamic id A ⊗ µ : A ⊗ T ⊗ T ։ A ⊗ T that take their initial value in A, i.e. that factor through the unit η A : A A ⊗ T at the initial time η.
Finally, just like the free histories perspective is monadic in nature, the concrete histories perspective has a comonadic flavour to it, and lacks the dynamical character of the former. The morphisms hist α mapping states to the associated concrete histories are sections of the following bundle: 25) and are in fact the coalgebras of a certain comonad on the "higher path spaces" Hom C [T ⊗n , A].
19 And therefore closed under composition (whereas general monads are known not to be).
Appendix C: Conventions
New definitions are introduced by boldface, while proofs are integrated with the narrative. Some of the notational conventions might also be slightly unusual:
9 Appendix D: Discussion of related work
The general understanding that physical theories can be turned into categories of systems and transformations has a number of sources of inspiration, but is perhaps best presented by the collected works [22] [10] [15] . The operational characterisation of dynamics is more affine to the spirit of categorical quantum mechanics and quantum theory [1] [9] [12], while the idea of internalising time by physical simulation was inspired by [20] .
Only an elementary understanding of category theory is required, as most of the constructions will be carried out explicitly: [7] [8] will do well as references. The theory of monads, particularly in the context of symmetric monoidal categories, is exposed in the seminal works [24] [25] [26] [28] [36] . Furthermore, the 2-categorical nature of monads suggests that the higher quantum theory programme of [37] will play a significant role in the application of monadic dynamics to quantum theory.
The mathematical theory of dynamical systems [23] will provide a wealth of examples for the initial construction, a germ of the free histories idea for this theory having already appeared 20 in [30] ; applications to ergodic and chaos theory [32] will be covered by future work. Certainly the main application at present, the dynamic of quantum theory is presented in the separate upcoming work [21] by the author; a similar, but unrelated, (co)monadic construction appeared in [14] [13] in the context of measurements. The time / energy duality refers to the complementary structures of [11] , while the issues associated with infinite time are related to the work in [2] .
Our framework can be applied to classic and relativistic mechanics following the evolution space construction of [34] [35] [27] : this application will be the subject of future work. Furthermore, monads have already played a prominent role as abstract models of computation for the past 20 years, to the point that the authors of [31] assert that "Notions of computation determine monads": 21 : future work will explore the application of the monadic dynamics framework to some computational monads from [29] .
The propagator fragment of the framework can be used to model flow in graphical calculi, in particular electrical and control flow networks [4] 
